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Backup android contacts to outlook

Many diligent users won't skimp when it comes to backing up their desktops, but how many can say the same about their phones? Keeping backups for your Android phone can feel like an unnecessary choy - until disaster occurs. What happens if your device is stolen, you install a bad ROM or you drop your phone in a
puddd? Having a backup on hand only makes good sense. While Google automatically backs up your contacts, Gmail, and calendar, you can also do a lot to save your apps, as well as app data, documents, and media files. Here are some of the best Android backup apps to help keep your app data, contact list, photos,
and media safe. (Photo credit: Jirapong Manustrong/Shutterstock) Prev Page 1 of 19 Next Prev Page 1 of the amazing 19 Next Helium - App Sync &amp; Backup is ClockworkMod's entry into the mobile backup app space. Like the best backup apps, Helium lets you back up your apps, data, contacts, SMS, and call logs.
But unlike many backup apps, Helium can do all this without having to root your device. Users who aren't rooted will have to install an additional desktop app to work with the mobile app when plugged into the PC, while users with original devices only need to run Helium out of the box. A $4.99 premium version offers
cloud uploads of backups, backup planning and no ads. Prev Page 2/19 Next Prev Page 2 of 19 Next If your main interest revolves around documents, photos, and media files instead of backing up contacts, SMS, and other phone details, then you may already be well served by cloud storage services like Dropbox. The
cloud storage pioneer offers cloud-based storage, multiple devices that sync to everything from documents to photos, and other important files, with automatic backups and 2GB of online storage (expandable through promotions or premium plans). Premium subscribers receive additional privileges, such as more storage,
file version features, and encryption. You won't back up things like app installer or app data, but Dropbox is a great solution for simple cloud document backups. Prev Page 3 of 19 Next Prev Page 3 of 19 Next Of course, if you don't trust the online cloud hosting provider, you can also instead build your own. Resilio Sync
builds BitTorrent protocols to help you sync stored files between your phone and your PC, Mac, and other network-based storage devices. You can sync entire folders or files individually and configure apps to automatically back up photos to and from your phone and PC. Resilio Sync is free to use, with a lift The premium
- the $59.99 Sync Pro - adds features such as more advanced sync mode, selective sync, change settings on the fly, and more. That said, this is more about synchronizing documents, media, and other files, so look elsewhere if it's your phone, contacts, and apps that you're looking to back up. Before Page 4/19 Front
Page Next 4/19 Next If you're looking to ease the hassle of restoring contacts when switching phones, you can try contact managers like excellent contacts +. Replacing this address book helps organize your contacts and integrate them with your social media accounts and contact information. Contacts+ uses a cloud-
based system that can synchronize with Gmail, Outlook, and iCloud, so the app automatically takes data from your connected accounts. From there, Contacts+ recommends deleting copies, potential updates, and ways to enrich contacts with photos, company information, and social media activity. The app's free tier
allows one linked account and 1,000 contacts, while the premium tier includes more linked accounts, improved contact synchronization, and business card scanning. Prev Page 5 of 19 Next Prev Page 5 of 19 Next Sometimes, you don't look to back up everything on your phone. If your main concern is to back up your
photos, then one of the best options available is the Google Photos service. Users can store an unlimited number of synced photos in the cloud in their Google account, as well as up to 15GB of original resolution photos in your Google Drive storage. In addition to generous storage terms, Google Photos also has a smart
search engine to find familiar objects, places and occasions, as well as a smart album assistant and basic photo editing tools. Users shooting for one of the all-new Pixel smartphones also receive an extra bonus of unlimited cloud storage for original video and resolution images. Prev Page 6 of 19 Next Prev Page 6 of 19
Next If you are primarily interested in SMS and call logs, check SMS Backup &amp; Restore, save your messages and call logs in XML format that can be backed up locally or in the cloud. Users can schedule automatic backups, selective backups, and restore specific conversations, and transfer SMS and call logs to
other phones via email or Wi-Fi. While the app isn't nearly as comprehensive as other backup options, it's a simple and easy way to keep an additional copy of your sms and call logs. Prev Page 7 of 19 Next Prev Page 7 of 19 Next Own an Android device rooted or thought of rooting it? Titanium Backup is a reliable
workhorse for Android backups, with a free version that allows you to back up and restore apps and app data such as contacts, SMS logs and more into internal memory, with convenient mass actions that autom out many common tasks. The premium version adds a host of powerful features, such as cloud backup and
cloud recovery. You can also autom turn on your backup schedule, selectively back up items, and then move your backup data to an SD Card. All this barely scratches titanium's capable surface, which also includes the ability to remove bloatware, hibernation and more. Prev Page 8 of 19 Next Prev Page 8 of 19 Next My
Backup is a reliable app backup and management tool for Android devices. My backups provide application backup functions, with automatic scheduled, cloud backup, and more. While My Backup works well on non-rooted phones, the app's real potential is unlocked when you run it on the rooted phone, allowing it to
back up non- apps, but there's also app data and settings like saved games, market links, and more. The free 30-day trial lets you recommend the app. Prev Page 9 of 19 Next Prev Page 9 of 19 Next Migrate is a backup app designed to help users rooted in the migration between the original ROM and the device. The
migration will automatically back up your app and phone settings and data such as contacts, call logs, and other data, with a little help from TWRP. Once you have backed up your device, then you can flash your new ROM, and then flash the backup and root zip files with Magisk - Move will inject a help app into your
system that will help the migration process restore your old applications and install on your new ROM or device. That said, Migration is still in the open beta phase and requires root access, needs at least some technical know-how and must not be tried gently. Android users unfamiliar with tinkering around the back of the
system should look elsewhere. Prev Page 10 of 19 Next Prev Page 10 of 19 Next Super Backup is a fast and free backup tool for your Android phone that can back up and restore phone data. You can also back up apps and settings (with root) and automatically back up by schedule. Backups can be saved to SD cards,
internal storage, computers or Gmail (although that would be clunky for anything other than phone data), as well as Google Drive. As a plus, Super Backup offers all its functions for free, with a $1.99 purchase removing ads from the mix. Prev Page 11 of 19 Next Prev Page 11 of 19 Next App Backup &amp; Restore
allows users to back up apps and links for protected applications to your SD card. It can also send apps between devices via Wi-Fi and Bluetooth. Mass backup and batch recovery makes it a snap to use. It even works without root. Cons? Because it doesn't work with superuser permissions, App Backup &amp; Restore
will only back up .apk files, without your application data. However, if all you need is a quick way to back up the app and restore them to the device after restoring the original settings, it does a good job. Prev Page 12 of 19 Next Prev Page 12 of 19 Next App Backup - Easily and quickly live up to its name by working as a
quick Android app backup tool to back up, install and uninstall APKs to your Android smartphone. That said, it's an app that doesn't work with root access, so it doesn't allow you to back up and save your app data. You can use this feature to quickly back up your apps and then reinstall them on your new phone, but it
won't take things like saving game or media data along with it. Page 13 of 19 Next Prev Page 13 of 19 Next App Backup &amp; Share Pro is another solid application backup option for Android users, allowing for fast backup as well as the ability to manage apps and store APKs. The app also provides useful gadgets that
tell you if the app is backed up, if you have older versions of your APK in your storage, which version of the app is current, or which apps are in your repository but not installed. Your friend store your application locally or in cloud storage. That said, without rooting, App Backup &amp; Share Pro doesn't really crawl the
app next to the APK, but if that's not a big deal, it's a great tool to back up your app and organize your APK storage. Prev Page 14 of 19 Next Prev Page 14 of 19 Next Don't let the name fool you: Syncios works as well on Android devices as on iOS. Combining mobile apps and optional desktop sets, Syncios allows users
to back up contacts, SMS, call logs, audio, photos and videos, locally, to an SD or Dropbox card. Combining a mobile app with a desktop set lets you move your backup to your PC, and offers a range of other tools like media file converter and file manager. Switching from phone to phone and creating backups is free,
although some desktop sets will require a license to unlock. Prev Page 15 of 19 Next Prev Page 15 of 19 Next MOBILedit is a desktop application that comes with a variety of phone management features to copy data to and from your phone, including contacts, photos, media files, and file systems of your Android or iOS
phone. The app also includes backup features, with low-end device backup options or more selective data backups, with options for cloud-hosted phone data that can be easily migrated to a new phone. MOBILedit is a fairly comprehensive phone manager, but it comes at a fairly heer price of $29.99 for the basic version
that works for two phones on a single computer, with six months of updates. For a simpler application of MOBILedit's backup tools, check out Phone Copier, which helps users transfer their phone's contacts and SMS messages to other phones (including on Android and iOS platforms) or to an MOBILedit internet storage
account. The app works from phone to phone or in combination with mobiLedit desktop set to do its job. Prev Page 16 of 19 Next Prev Page 16 of Your 19Th Next Backup Mobile is a free Android backup tool that's got something for users rooted and often alike. This app allows users to back up a lot of phone data such
as SMS, MMS and call logs, contacts, dictionaries and more as well as user applications and some system settings. Rooted users can back up more elements of their phone, such as app data, WiFi passwords, and other secure system settings. Backups can be automatically scheduled and stored locally or uploaded to
Google Drive, Dropbox, or OneDrive. Prev Page 17 of 19 Next Prev Page 17 of the Next 19 If you are not looking to keep application data but are more interested with photos, music, videos, only contact and call logs, give GCloud Backup a try. Users create a GCloud account, provide 1GB of free backup space
(expandable by action or premium subscription) and then all you need to do is choose what you want to back up from the check list and the app does the job, back up the data automatically to your GCloud account. Backup can be automated schedules and various triggers and cloud libraries allow you to view media from
your cloud account. Prev Page 18 of 19 Next Prev Page 18 of the Next 19 Next Sometimes, you just can't help it. You slide up and accidentally delete something as important as a precious photo or file. Dumpster is billed as the Android equivalent of the Desktop Recycle Bin, allowing users to recover deleted images,
video and music files, and uninstalled apps. Deleted files are sent to dumpster, allowing for recovery, or you can throw them out, freeing up space for new content. Dumpster allows users to preview recovered items, including password protection/PIN, and can automatically empty old files in the dumpster after a certain
period of time. There's an option to empty your old files from Dumpster's cloud service that allows online backups. Prev Page 19 of 19 Next Prev Page 19 of the Next 19
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